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Abstract
Kinetic proofreading is an error correction mechanism present in the processes of the
central dogma and beyond, and typically requires the free energy of nucleotide hydrol-
ysis for its operation. Though the molecular players of many biological proofreading
schemes are known, our understanding of how energy consumption is managed to pro-
mote fidelity remains incomplete. In our work, we introduce an alternative conceptual
scheme called “the piston model of proofreading” where enzyme activation through
hydrolysis is replaced with allosteric activation achieved through mechanical work per-
formed by a piston on regulatory ligands. Inspired by Feynman’s ratchet and pawl
mechanism, we consider a mechanical engine designed to drive the piston actions pow-
ered by a lowering weight, whose function is analogous to that of ATP synthase in cells.
Thanks to its mechanical design, the piston model allows us to tune the “knobs” of
the driving engine and probe the graded changes and trade-offs between speed, fidelity
and energy dissipation. It provides an intuitive explanation of the conditions necessary
for optimal proofreading and reveals the unexpected capability of allosteric molecules
to beat the Hopfield limit of fidelity by leveraging the diversity of states available to
them. The framework that we built for the piston model can also serve as a basis for
additional studies of driven biochemical systems.
1 Introduction
Many enzymatic processes in biology need to operate with very high fidelities in order to
ensure the physiological well-being of the cell. Examples include the synthesis of molecules
making up Crick’s so-called “two great polymer languages” (i.e. replication,1 transcription,2
and translation3), as well as processes that go beyond those of the central dogma, such as
protein ubiquitylation mediated by the anaphase-promoting complex,4 signal transduction
through MAP kinases,5 pathogen recognition by T-cells,6,7 or protein degradation by the
26S proteasome.8 In all of these cases, the designated enzyme needs to accurately select
its correct substrate from a pool of incorrect substrates. Importantly, the fidelity of these
processes that one would predict solely based on the free energy difference between correct
and incorrect substrate binding is far lower than what is experimentally measured, raising a
challenge of explaining the high fidelities that this naive equilibrium thermodynamic thinking
fails to account for.
The conceptual answer to this challenge was provided more than 40 years ago in the work
of John Hopfield9 and Jacques Ninio10 and was coined “kinetic proofreading” in Hopfield’s
elegant paper entitled “Kinetic Proofreading: A New Mechanism for Reducing Errors in
Biosynthetic Processes Requiring High Specificity.” 9 The key idea behind kinetic proofread-
ing is to introduce a delay between substrate binding and turnover steps, effectively giving
the enzyme more than one chance to release the incorrect substrate (hence, the term “proof-
reading”). The sequential application of substrate filters on the way to product formation
gives directionality to the flow of time and is necessarily accompanied by the expenditure of
free energy, making kinetic proofreading an intrinsically nonequilibrium phenomenon. In a
cell, this free energy is typically supplied to proofreading pathways through the hydrolysis of
energy-rich nucleotides, whose chemical potential is maintained at large out-of-equilibrium
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values through the constant operation of the cell’s metabolic machinery (e.g. the ATP syn-
thase).
Since its original formulation by Hopfield and Ninio, the concept of kinetic proofreading
has been generalized and employed in explaining many of the high fidelity processes in the
cell.8,11–17 However, despite the fact that the molecular players and mechanisms of these
processes have been largely identified, we find that an intuitive picture of how energy trans-
duction promotes biological fidelity is still incomplete. To complement our understanding
of how energy is managed to beat the equilibrium limit of fidelity, we propose a concep-
tual model called “the piston model of kinetic proofreading” where chemical hydrolysis is
replaced with mechanical work performed by a piston on an allosteric enzyme. Our choice of
allostery is motivated by the fact that in proofreading schemes hydrolysis typically triggers
a conformational change in the enzyme-substrate complex and activates it for product for-
mation18–20 - an effect that our model achieves through the binding of a regulatory ligand to
the enzyme. By temporally controlling the concentration of regulatory ligands which deter-
mine the catalytic state of the enzyme, the piston sequentially changes the enzyme’s state
from inactive to active, creating a delay in product formation necessary for increasing the
fidelity of substrate discrimination. The piston actions are, in turn, driven by a Brownian
ratchet and pawl engine powered by a lowering weight, whose function is akin to that of ATP
synthase. The mechanical design of the piston model allows us to transparently control the
energy input into the system by tuning the “knobs” of the engine and examine the graded
changes in the model’s performance metrics, intuitively demonstrating the driving conditions
required for optimal proofreading.
We begin the presentation of our results by first introducing in section 2 the high-level
concept behind the piston model of proofreading, while at the same time drawing parallels
between its features and those of Hopfield’s original scheme. Then, in sections 3 and 3.2 we
provide a comprehensive description of the two key constituents of the piston model, namely,
the Brownian ratchet and pawl engine that drives the piston actions, and the allosteric
enzyme whose catalytic state is regulated by an activator ligand. This is following by building
the full thermodynamically consistent framework of the piston model in section 3.3 where
we couple the external driving mechanism to the enzyme and introduce the expressions for
key performance metrics of the model. In the remaining sections 3.4 and 3.5, we explore
how tuning the “knobs” of the engine leads to graded changes and trade-offs between speed,
fidelity and energy dissipation, and probe the performance limits of the piston model as a
function of a select set of key enzyme parameters.
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2 MODEL
The piston model of kinetic proofreading is designed in analogy with Hopfield’s scheme. The
main idea there was to give the enzyme a second chance to discard the wrong substrate
by introducing an additional kinetic intermediate for the enzyme-substrate complex (Figure
1A). The difference between substrate binding energies in Hopfield’s original formulation was
based solely on their unbinding rates (i.e. kWoff > kRoff and kWon = kRon = kon) – a convention we
adopt throughout our analysis. The first layer of substrate discrimination in Hopfield’s
scheme is achieved during the initial binding event where the ratio of right and wrong
substrate-bound enzymes approaches kWoff/kRoff . The complex then moves into its catalytically
active high energy state accompanied by the hydrolysis of an NTP molecule, after which the
second discrimination layer is realized. Specifically, right and wrong substrates are turned
into products with an additional bias given by the ratio of their Michaelis constants, namely,
(kWoff + r)/(k
R
off + r). Importantly, for this second layer to be efficiently realized, the rates of
binding directly to the second kinetic intermediate need to be vanishingly small in order to
prevent the incorporation of unfiltered substrates.9
With this information in mind, consider now the conceptual illustration of the piston
model shown in Figure 1B, where we have made several pedagogical simplifications to help
verbally convey the model’s intuition, reserving the full thermodynamically consistent treat-
ment to the following sections. The central constituent of the model is an allosteric enzyme,
the catalytic activity of which is regulated by activator ligands (the orange circle). The
enzyme is inactive when it is not bound to a ligand, and, conversely, it is active when bound
to a ligand. The volume occupied by ligands and hence, their concentration is, in turn,
controlled by a piston. The ligand concentration is very low when the piston is expanded,
and very high when the piston is compressed in order to guarantee that in those piston states
the ligand is free and bound to the enzyme, respectively.
The active site of the enzyme is exposed to a container filled with right and wrong
substrates of concentrations [R] and [W], respectively, which we take to be equal for the rest
of our analysis ([R] = [W]). And unlike in Hopfield’s scheme where the substrates exist in
energy-rich and energy-depleted states (e.g. tRNAs first arrive in the EF-Tu·GTP·tRNA
ternary complex and then release EF-Tu and GDP after hydrolysis), in the piston model
substrates exist in a single state and do not carry an energy source. In the expanded piston
state (Figure 1B, left), substrates can bind and unbind to the inactive enzyme, but do not get
turned into products. The highest level of discrimination achievable in this state therefore
becomes
η1 =
kWoff
kRoff
, (1)
in analogy to that achieved during the initial binding step of Hopfield’s scheme.
After the first layer of substrate discrimination is established in the expanded state of
the piston, mechanical work is performed to compress it. This increases the ligand con-
centration, which, in turn, leads to the activation of the enzyme where catalytic action is
now possible. To prevent the incorporation of unfiltered substrates, we assume that in the
active enzyme state the rate of substrate binding is vanishingly small, similar to Hopfield’s
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treatment (Figure 1B, right). If the piston is kept compressed long enough, a filtered sub-
strate that got bound earlier when the piston was expanded will experience one of these two
outcomes: it will either turn into a product with a rate r (which is taken to be the same
for the two kinds of substrates) or it will fall off with a rate koff. The product formation
reaction will take place with probability r/(koff +r). Thus, due to the difference in the falloff
rate constants between the right and the wrong substrates, the extra fidelity achieved after
piston compression equals
η2 =
kWoff + r
kRoff + r
. (2)
Once this extra fidelity is established, the piston is expanded back, repeating the cycle (the
detailed derivation of the results for η1 and η2 is provided in Supporting Information section
A). Notably, the total fidelity achieved during the piston expansion and compression cycle,
namely,
η = η1η2 =
(
kWoff
kRoff
)(
kWoff + r
kRoff + r
)
, (3)
exceeds the Michaelis-Menten fidelity (η2) by a factor of η1 = kWoff/kRoff , demonstrating the
attainment of efficient proofreading.
The cyclic compressions and expansions of the piston in our model also stand in direct
analogy to the hydrolysis-involving transitions between the two enzyme-substrate intermedi-
ates in Hopfield’s scheme. In particular, they need to be externally driven for the mechanism
to do proofreading. We perform this driving using a mechanical ratchet and pawl engine
powered by a lowering weight. In our pedagogical description of the model’s operation, we
implicitly assumed that this weight was very large in order to enable the mechanism to proof-
read, similar to how the hydrolysis energy needs to be large for Hopfield’s scheme to operate
effectively.9 In the full treatment of the model in section 3, however, we will demonstrate
how the tuning of the weight can give us graded levels of fidelity enhancement, and will
also show that in the absence of this weight the equilibrium fluctuations of the piston alone
cannot lead to proofreading.
In our model introduction we have also made several simplifying assumption for clarity
of presentation which do not conform with the principle of microscopic reversibility, and
it is important that we relax them in the full treatment of the model to make it thermo-
dynamically consistent. In particular, we assumed that the ligand is necessarily unbound
and that the enzyme is necessarily inactive when the piston is expanded, with the reverse
assumptions made when the piston is compressed. We also assumed that substrate binding
was prohibited in the active state of the enzyme. These assumptions allowed us to claim
that no premature product formation takes place in the expanded piston state and that no
unfiltered substrates bind to the activated enzyme in the compressed piston state, which, in
turn, justified the use of long waiting times between the piston actions necessary to establish
high levels of fidelity in each piston state. In the detailed analysis of our model presented
in section 3, we relax these assumptions and consider the full diversity of enzyme states at
each piston position with reversible transitions between them. This, as we will demonstrate,
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will not only ensure the thermodynamic consistency of our treatment but will also reveal
the possibility of doing proofreading more than once by leveraging the presence of multiple
inactive intermediates in between enzyme’s substrate-unbound and production states which
were not accounted for in our conceptual introduction of the model.
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Figure 1. Conceptual introduction to the piston model. (A) Hopfield’s scheme of kinetic
proofreading where two layers of substrate discrimination take place on the driven pathway – the
first one during the initial binding of energy-rich substrates (#1 in the diagram) and the second
one upon the release of the energy-depleted substrates (#2 in the diagram). Energy consumption
takes place during the hydrolysis reaction NTP
 NDP accompanying the transition between the
two intermediates. (B) Pedagogically simplified conceptual scheme of the piston model. The
orange circle represents the activator ligand. Blue and red colors stand for the right and wrong
substrates, respectively. The closed “entrance door” along with the red cross on the binding arrow
in the active state of the enzyme suggests the vanishingly small rate of substrate binding when in
this state. The ratchet with a hanging weight stands for the mechanical engine that drives the
piston actions. Various features of the system in the two piston states, along with the expressions
for achieved fidelities are listed below the diagram. Transparent arrows between panels A and B
indicate the analogous parts in Hopfield’s scheme and the piston model.
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3 RESULTS
3.1 Ratchet and Pawl Engine Enables a Tunable Control of Piston
Actions
To drive the cyclic compressions and expansions of the piston necessary for achieving proof-
reading, we use a ratchet and pawl engine whose design is inspired by Feynman’s original
work.21 In his celebrated lectures, Feynman presented two implementations of the ratchet
and pawl engine – one operating on the temperature difference between two thermal baths,
and another driven by a weight that goes down due to gravity. In the piston model we
adopt the second scheme as it involves fewer parameters and illustrates the process of energy
transduction more transparently.
The ratchet and pawl engine coupled to the piston is shown in Figure 2A. The engine
is powered by a weight of mass m which is hanging from an axle connected to the ratchet.
The free rotational motion of the ratchet is rectified by a pawl; when the pawl sits on a
ratchet tooth, it prevents the ratchet from rotating in the clockwise (backwards) direction.
The mechanical coupling between the engine and the piston is achieved through a crankshaft
mechanism which translates each discrete ratchet step into a full compression (up → down)
or a full expansion (down→ up) of the piston. We assume that the volume regulated by the
piston contains a single ligand – a choice motivated by Szilard’s thermodynamic interpreta-
tion of information, where a piston compressing a single gas molecule was considered.22
The clockwise (backward) and counterclockwise (forward) steps of the microscopic ratchet
are enabled through environmental fluctuations. Specifically, a backward step is taken when-
ever the pawl acquires sufficient energy from the environment to lift itself over the ratchet
tooth that it is sitting on, allowing the tooth to slip under it (hence, the name “backward”).
Following Feynman’s treatment,21 we write the rate of such steps as
kb = τ
−1e−βE0 , (4)
where τ−1 is the attempt frequency, E0 is the amount of energy needed to lift the pawl over
a ratchet tooth, and β = 1/kBT is the inverse of the thermal energy scale (see Supporting
Information section B.1 for a detailed discussion of the ratchet and pawl mechanism). Every
backward step of the ratchet is accompanied by either a full compression or a full expansion
of the piston, as well as the lowering of the weight by an amount of ∆z, which reduces its
potential energy by ∆W = mg∆z.
Unlike in backward stepping, for a forward step to take place, the rotational energy
acquired by the ratchet through fluctuations should be sufficient to not only overcome the
resistance of the spring pressing the pawl onto the ratchet, but also to lift the weight and to
alter the state of the piston. This is a pure consequence of the geometric design of the ratchet
and the positioning of the pawl. We assume that piston actions take place isothermally and
in a quasistatic way, and therefore, write the changes in ligand free energy upon compression
(u→ d) and expansion (d→ u) as
∆Fu→d = β−1 ln f, and (5)
∆Fd→u = −β−1 ln f, (6)
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respectively, where f = Vu/Vd ≥ 1 is the fraction by which the volume occupied by the
ligand decreases upon compression. The signs of free energy differences suggest that piston
compressions slow down the forward steps, while expansions speed them up. These features
are reflected in the two kinds of forward stepping rates that are given by
ku→df = τ
−1e−β(E0+∆W+∆F ) = f−1kbe−β∆W , (7)
kd→uf = τ
−1e−β(E0+∆W−∆F ) = fkbe−β∆W , (8)
where ∆F = β−1 ln f and was used with a “+” and “-” sign in the place of ∆Fu→d and ∆Fd→u,
respectively. The rates of all four kinds of transitions, namely, forward or backward ratchet
steps, accompanied by either a compression or an expansion of the piston are summarized
in Figure 2B.
In the presence of a nonzero weight (∆W > 0), the ratchet will on average rotate back-
wards – a feature reflected in the tilted free energy landscape shown in Figure 2C. As can be
seen, the average dissipation per step is ∆W and it is independent of ∆F . In addition, the
work performed on the ligand upon compression is fully returned upon expansion, which,
as we will demonstrate in section 3.4, will generally not be the case when we introduce the
enzyme coupling. To further study the nonequilibrium dynamics of the driving mechanism,
we map the local minima of the energy landscape corresponding to discrete vertical positions
of the weight (equivalently, discrete ratchet angles) into an infinite chain of transitions shown
in Figure 2D. There “d” and “u” stand for the compressed and expanded states of the piston,
respectively. The net stepping rate knet at which the weight goes down can be written as
knet =
(
kb − kd→uf
)
pid +
(
kb − ku→df
)
piu, (9)
where pid and piu are the steady state probabilities of the compressed and expanded piston
states, respectively. These probabilities can be obtained by considering the equivalent two-
state diagram in Figure 2E where the vertical position of the weight has been eliminated,
and the nonequilibrium nature of the dynamics is instead captured via the cycle through
two alternative pathways connecting the piston states. The driving force ∆µ in this cycle is
given by23
∆µ = β−1 ln
(
k2b
kd→uf k
u→d
f
)
= 2∆W, (10)
demonstrating the broken detailed balance in the presence of a nonzero weight, and con-
firming the dissipation of 2∆W per cycle observed in the energy landscape (Figure 2C).
We note that this procedure of mapping a linear network onto a cyclic one has also been
used for modeling the processivity of molecular motors, where the linear coordinate corre-
sponds to the position of the motor while the alternating states correspond to different motor
conformations.24,25
At steady state, the net incoming and outgoing fluxes at each piston state in Figure 2E
should cancel each other (seen more vividly in the collapsed diagram in Figure 2F), namely,(
kd→uf + kb
)
pid =
(
ku→df + kb
)
piu. (11)
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Figure 2. Ratchet and pawl mechanism coupled to the piston. (A) Schematic representation of
the mechanism. The different radii of the ratchet wheel and the axle of the crankshaft ensure that
a single ratchet step translates into a full compression or a full expansion of the piston (i.e. a 180◦
rotation of the crankshaft). Arrows with symbols “b” and “f” indicate the directions of backward
and forward ratchet rotation, respectively. (B) Rates of the four kinds of transitions (symbols in
shaded boxes with explicit expressions below), along with the accompanying changes in the
potential energy of the weight and the free energy of the ligand. (C) Free energy landscape
corresponding to the non-equilibrium dynamics of the system in the presence of a non-zero weight.
Discrete positions of the weight (zn) corresponding to energy minima of the landscape are marked
on the reaction coordinate. (D) Infinite chain representation of the dynamics of discrete system
states. knet stands for the net rate at which the weight goes down. (E) Equivalent two-state
representation of the engine dynamics where the driving force ∆µ = 2∆W breaks the detailed
balance in the diagram. (F) Collapsed representation of the diagram in panel E shown with the
net transition rates from the two pathways.
Substituting the expressions for forward stepping rates (eqs 7 and 8) into eq 11 and addi-
tionally imposing the probability normalization constraint (pid + piu = 1), we can solve for
pid and piu to obtain
pid =
1 + e−β(∆W+∆F )
2(1 + cosh(β∆F ) e−β∆W )
, (12)
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piu =
1 + e−β(∆W−∆F )
2(1 + cosh(β∆F ) e−β∆W )
. (13)
Notably, in the absence of external drive (∆W = 0), piston state occupancies follow the
Boltzmann distribution, that is, (pid/piu)eq = e−β∆F = f−1, suggesting that at equilibrium
the piston will predominantly dwell in the expanded state. Conversely, as can be seen in
Figure 3A, when the work per step exceeds ∆F by several kBT , the occupancies of the two
piston states become equal to each other. This happens because at large ∆W values forward
ratchet stepping becomes very unlikely and the dynamics proceeds only through backward
steps with a rate kb which is identical for both compressive and expansive steps. As will be
shown in section 3.4, suppressing this equilibrium bias set by ∆F is essential for achieving
efficient proofreading, analogous to the need for driving the transitions between the two
enzyme-substrate intermediates in Hopfield’s scheme (Figure 1A).9
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Figure 3. Nonequilibrium features of the engine-piston coupling. (A) Steady state probability
ratio of compressed (“d”) and expanded (“u”) piston states and (B) normalized net rate of
backward stepping (knet/kb) as a function of the work per step (∆W ) for different choices of the
ligand compression energy (∆F ). The ∆W1/2 expressions stand for the values of ∆W where the
corresponding value on the y-axis is 0.5 (Supporting Information section B.2). Negative ∆W
values are not considered as they further increase the undesired bias in piston state occupancies.
With the steady state probabilities known, we can now substitute them into eq 9 to find
the net rate at which the weight goes down, obtaining
knet =
(
1− e−2β∆W ) kb
1 + cosh(∆F )e−β∆W
. (14)
As expected, knet vanishes at equilibrium (∆W = 0), and asymptotes to kb at large ∆W
values, as shown in Figure 3B. The knowledge of knet allows us to calculate the power (P )
dissipated for the maintenance of the nonequilibrium steady state. Specifically, since knet is
the rate at which the weight goes down and ∆W is the dissipation per step, the power P
becomes their product, namely,
P = knet∆W. (15)
The formalism developed in this section for characterizing the steady state behavior of
the system will be used as a basis for defining the different performance metrics of the model
in section 3.3.
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3.2 Thermodynamic Constraints Make Fidelity Enhancement Unattain-
able in the Absence of External Driving
In order to implement a thermodynamically consistent coupling between the engine and the
allosteric enzyme, we need to consider the full diversity of possible enzyme states,26 and
not just the dominant ones depicted in Figure 1B. Therefore, in this section we provide
a comprehensive discussion of the enzyme in an equilibrium setting before introducing its
coupling to the engine.
The network diagram of all possible enzyme states is depicted in Figure 4. As can be
seen, each of the twelve states are defined by enzyme’s catalytic activity and whether or not
a ligand and a right/ wrong substrate are bound to the enzyme. Following the principle
of microscopic reversibility,27 we assign non-zero rate constants to the transitions between
enzyme states. Only the product formation (with rate r) is taken to be an irreversible
reaction under the assumption that the system is open where the formed products are taken
out and an influx of new substrates is maintained. Since in our model neither the enzyme
nor the substrates carry an energy source, the choice of the different rate constants cannot
be arbitrary. Specifically, the cycle condition needs to be satisfied for each closed loop of
the diagram, requiring the product of rate constants in the clockwise direction to equal the
product in the counterclockwise direction (Supporting Information section C.1).23
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Figure 4. Network diagram of enzyme states and transitions between them. Right (“R”) and
wrong (“W”) substrates are depicted in blue and red, respectively. The orange circle represents the
ligand (“L”). Active (“A”) and inactive (“I”) enzymes are shown in green and gray, respectively.
With these equilibrium restrictions imposed on the rate constants, we can show that
when the ligand concentration is held fixed ([L](t) = const) the fidelity of the enzyme cannot
exceed that defined by the ratio of the off-rates, namely, kWoff/kRoff (see Supporting Information
section C.2). What allows the enzyme to beat this equilibrium limit of fidelity without
direct coupling to hydrolysis is the cyclic alteration of the ligand concentration between
low and high values (thus, [L](t) 6= const). In our model, we achieve this cyclic alteration
through the ratchet and pawl engine driving the piston actions - a choice motivated by
our objective to provide an explicit treatment of energy management. We note, however,
that fidelity enhancement can be achieved irrespective of the driving agency as long as the
cyclic alteration of ligand concentration is maintained at a certain “resonance” frequency, the
presence of which we demonstrate in section 3.4.
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3.3 Coupling the Engine to the Enzyme Gives the Full Description
of the Piston Model
Having separately introduced the driving mechanism in section 3 and the allosteric enzyme
with the full diversity of its states in section 3.2, we now couple the two together to obtain
the full driven version of the piston model, shown in Figure 5A. The coupling is achieved by
exposing the ligand binding site of the enzyme to the piston compartment where the activator
ligand is present. The enzyme can therefore “sense” the state of the piston (and, thereby,
the effects of driving) through the induced periodic changes in the ligand concentration.
In the absence of enzyme coupling, the network diagram capturing the nonequilibrium
dynamics of the system was an infinite one-dimensional chain (Figure 2D), where each dis-
crete state was defined by the vertical position of the weight (zn) and the state of the piston
(“u” or “d”). In the layout where the engine and the enzyme are coupled, the full specification
of the system state now requires three items: the position of the weight (zn), the piston state
(“u” or “d”), and the state of the enzyme (one of the 12 possibilities). By converting the
three-dimensional view of the enzyme state network (Figure 4) into its planar equivalent,
we represent the nonequilibrium dynamics of this coupled layout again through an infinite
chain, but this time each slice at a fixed weight position (zn) corresponding to the planar
view of the enzyme state network (Figure 5B). The slices alternate between the compressed
and expanded piston states (dark and light blue circles, respectively), with high and low
ligand concentrations used in the transition network inside each slice.
Arrows between the slices (not all of them shown for clarity) represent the forward and
backward steps of the ratchet. Crucially, as a consequence of coupling, the rates of forward
stepping now depend on the state of the enzyme. In particular, when the ligand is bound
to the enzyme, it no longer exerts pressure on the piston and therefore, in those cases, the
forward stepping rates become simply
ku→d,Lf = k
d→u,L
f = kbe
−β∆W , (16)
where the superscript “L” indicates that the ligand is bound (orange circles in Figure 5B). We
note that in the general case with N ligands, the pressure would drop down to that of (N−1)
ligands upon ligand binding, correspondingly altering the rates of forward stepping (see
Supporting Information section D.1 for details). This adjustment of forward rates is essential
for the thermodynamic consistency of coupling the engine to the enzyme. Specifically, it
ensures that any cycle of transitions that brings the enzyme and the weight back into their
original states is not accompanied by dissipation, consistent with the fact that in the piston
model energy is spent only when there is a net lowering of the weight. As a demonstration
of this feature, consider the cycle in Figure 5C which is extracted from the larger network.
Using the expression of forward stepping rates in eqs 7 and 16, we can write the cycle
condition for this sub-network as
ku→d,Lf × `Aoff × kb × `Aon[L]u
kb × `Aoff × ku→df × `Aon[L]d
=
[L]uf
[L]d
= 1, (17)
where the equality f = Vu/Vd = [L]d/[L]u was used. The fact that the products of rate
constants in clockwise and counterclockwise directions are identical shows that no dissipation
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occurs when traversing the cycle.
Now, to study how driving affects the proofreading performance of the piston model, we
need to obtain the steady state probabilities of the different enzyme states. To that end, we
convert the full network diagram into an equivalent form shown in Figure 5D, where we have
eliminated the position of the weight (zn), akin to the earlier treatment of the uncoupled
engine in Figure 2E. Note that the transitions between the two slices again represent piston
compression and expansion events driven by a force ∆µ = 2∆W , as in eq 10. The steady
state probabilities pii of the 24 different states in Figure 5D (12 enzyme states × 2 piston
states) can be obtained from the set of all rate constants, the details of which we discuss in
Supporting Information section D.2. With these probabilities known, we calculate the rate
of energy dissipation (P ), speed of forming right products (vR), and fidelity (η) as
P =
24∑
i=1
(
kb − k(i)f
)
pii︸ ︷︷ ︸
knet
×∆W, (18)
vR =
∑
i∈SAR
pii × r, (19)
η =
vR
vW
=
∑
i∈SAR pii∑
i∈SAW pii
, (20)
where k(i)f is the rate constant of making a forward step from the i
th state (1 ≤ i ≤ 24),
while SAR and SAW are the sets of catalytically active enzyme states with a right and wrong
substrate bound, respectively.
One significant downside of using these “raw” metrics in the numerical evaluation of the
model performance is their high sensitivity to the particular choices of parameter values. We
therefore introduce their scaled alternatives which we will use for the numerical studies in
sections 3.4 and 3.5. Specifically, as a measure of energetic efficiency, we use the dissipation
per right product formed, defined as
ε =
P
vR
. (21)
This way, the metric of energetics has units of kBT and is independent from the choice of
absolute timescale. Then, as a dimensionless metric of speed, we introduce the normalized
quantity
ν =
vR
vMMR
, (22)
which represents the fraction by which the rate of forming right products in the proofreading
setting (vR) is slower than that in the simple Michaelis-Menten scheme (vMMR ) where the
allosteric effects are absent. This normalizing Michaelis-Menten speed is given in terms of
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the model parameters via
vMMR =
kIon[R]
kRoff+r
1 + k
I
on[R]
kRoff+r
+ k
I
on[W]
kWoff+r
× r. (23)
Next, we define the proofreading index α as a fidelity metric which represents the degree to
which the fidelity is amplified in multiples of kWoff/kRoff over its Michaelis-Menten value (ηMM),
that is,
η =
(
kWoff + r
kRoff + r
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ηMM
(
kWoff
kRoff
)α
, (24)
α =
ln η − ln ηMM
ln
(
kWoff
kRoff
) . (25)
Note that the proofreading index of Hopfield’s scheme is αHopfield = 1, as it involves a
single proofreading realization. Also, since in the absence of external driving the highest
fidelity is ηmaxeq = kWoff/kRoff , the corresponding upper limit in the proofreading index becomes
αeq = 1− ln ηMM/ ln ηmaxeq .
As a final descriptor of piston model’s nonequilibrium behavior, we introduce the fraction
of returned work (κ) defined as the ratio of the rate at which the ligand performs work on
the piston upon expansion to the rate at which the piston performs work on the ligand upon
compression. We calculate κ via
κ = −
∑
i∈Sd
(
kb + k
(i)
f
)
pii∆F
(i)
d→u∑
i∈Su
(
kb + k
(i)
f
)
pii∆F
(i)
u→d
, (26)
where Sd and Su are the sets of states where the piston is compressed and expanded, respec-
tively. The negative sign is introduced to account for the fact that the ligand free energy
decreases upon piston expansion (i.e. the system gets the work back). In the absence of
enzyme coupling (section 3), this ratio was 1 because the ligand constantly exerted pressure
on the piston. With enzyme coupling, however, the work performed on the ligand upon
compression may not be fully returned since with some probability the ligand will be bound
to the enzyme and exert no pressure on the piston during expansion. We therefore expect
κ to be generally less than 1, indicating a net rate of performing work on the ligand in the
nonequilibrium setting.
Having defined analytical expressions for the key model performance metrics, we now
proceed to studying their graded changes and the trade-offs between them numerically.
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Figure 5. Full and thermodynamically consistent treatment of the piston model of proofreading.
(A) Schematic representation of the full model, with the ratchet and pawl engine coupled to the
enzyme. (B) Network diagram of the full model. Each slice of the diagram represents the planar
view of the enzyme state network, with the alternating colors corresponding to the compressed
(dark blue) and expanded (light blue) states of the piston. Ligand-bound enzyme states are
marked with an orange circle. The horizontal arrows connecting the slices stand for forward and
backward ratchet steps. Only those at the outer edges are shown for clarity; however, transitions
are present between all horizontally neighboring enzyme states. Also for clarity, the stepping rate
constants are shown only at two of the outer edges where the ligand is either unbound (bottom
edge) or bound to the enzyme (top edge). The hanging weight at different vertical positions is
displayed below the diagram to symbolize energy expenditure as it gets lowered with a net rate
knet. (C) Sub-network of the full diagram in panel B where the state of the system is unchanged
after doing a cyclic traversal. The red arrow with a cross on top indicates that the cycle condition
holds in the sub-network. (D) The finite-state equivalent of the full network in panel B with the
weight position (zn) eliminated. Red arrows indicate the driving with a force ∆µ = 2∆W .
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3.4 Energy-Speed-Fidelity Trade-Off in the Piston Model
Because of its mechanical construction, the piston model of proofreading has a distinguishing
feature - in it the external driving mechanism is physically separated from the allosteric
enzyme. This feature allows us to independently examine how tuning the “knobs” of the
engine and varying the kinetic parameters of the enzyme alter the performance of the model.
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Figure 6. Parametric studies on the changes in the piston model performance in response to
tuning the “knobs” of the engine. (A,B) Variations in the proofreading index (A) and speed (B) as
the rate of backward stepping (kb) and the work per step (∆W ) are tuned. The dotted line
corresponds to the value of ∆W equal to the ligand free energy change upon compression (∆F ).
(C) Variations in the proofreading index when the high ligand concentration ([L]d) and the
compression factor (f) are tuned. RId represents the ligand dissociation constant in the inactive
enzyme state. The red dot indicates the pair of [L]d and f values used in the studies of the other
panels. (D) Fidelity-speed trade-off as kb is continuously varied for different choices of ∆W
(gradient arrow shows the direction of increase). The dotted black lines connect the highest
fidelity and speed values as ∆W is tuned. Between these dotted lines fidelity and speed are
negatively correlated. (E) Relation between fidelity and fraction of returned work for discrete
choices of ∆W and continuously tuned kb values (the gradient arrow indicates increasing ∆W ).
(F) Fidelity-dissipation trade-off obtained by continuously tuning ∆W for discrete choices of the
hopping rate (kb). The gradient arrow indicates the direction of increasing kb. The red dotted
curve corresponds to the case with resonance kb.
We begin our numerical analysis by first exploring the effects of external driving, where
the tuning “knobs” include the rate of backward stepping (kb), the work per step (∆W ),
the ligand concentration in the compressed piston state ([L]d) and the compression factor
(f = [L]d/[L]u). Choosing a set of enzyme’s kinetic parameters which make proofreading
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possible (see Supporting Information section D.3 for the full list of parameters), we keep
them fixed for the rest of the analysis. We conduct the first parametric study by tuning kb
and ∆W and evaluating the proofreading index (Figures 6A). As anticipated, the proofread-
ing index does not exceed its equilibrium limit in the absence of driving (∆W = 0). This
expected feature can be paralleled by Brownian motors where purely equilibrium fluctuations
of the motor’s energy landscape are unable to generate directed motion.28 In addition, the
proofreading index achieves its highest value if ∆W is comparable to or larger than the lig-
and compression energy ∆F , and if the backward hopping rate kb is at its “resonance” value.
The presence of a “resonance” hopping rate is intuitive since if piston actions take place very
slowly then the fidelity will be reduced due to the small but nonzero rate of forming unfil-
tered products (i.e. “leakiness”) in the quasi-equilibrated enzyme states. And, conversely, if
piston actions take place too rapidly, then the activator ligand will almost always be bound
to the enzyme, preventing the realization of multiple substrate discrimination layers through
sequential enzyme activation and inactivation. We note that analogous resonance responses
were also identified for Brownian particles which attain their highest nonequilibrium drift
velocity in a ratchet-like potential landscape when the temperature29 or the landscape pro-
file30 are temporally modulated at specific resonance frequencies. A similar feature is present
in Hopfield’s model as well; namely, optimal proofreading is attained only when the rate of
hydrolysis is neither too low, nor too high.12 Interestingly, when the driving is hard enough
(∆W & ∆F ) and the backward hopping rate is close to its resonance value, the fidelity of
the piston model beats the Hopfield limit (α = 1) and raises the question of the largest
attainable fidelity, which we discuss in the next section.
Trends similar to those for the proofreading index are observed for the speed of forming
right products as well (Figure 6B). Specifically, product formation is very slow in the absence
of driving and increases monotonically with ∆W , until plateauing when ∆W & ∆F . Also,
the highest speed is achieved at a resonance kb value which is different from that of the
proofreading index. The existence of such a resonance frequency is again intuitive, since
at fast rates of piston actions the enzyme is predominantly active and unable to bind new
substrates, while at slow rates the enzyme activation for catalysis via piston compression
happens very rarely. Notably, since the enzyme parameters were chosen in a way so as to
yield high fidelities, the largest speed value is substantially lower than the corresponding
speed for a single-step Michaelis-Menten enzyme (νmax ≈ 10−2).
In the last parametric study, we explore how the choice of the high and low ligand con-
centrations affects the performance of the model. To that end, we tune the high ligand
concentration ([L]d) and the compression factor (f = [L]d/[L]u), and evaluate the highest
proofreading index at the resonant kb value with ∆W > ∆F . As we can see, large fidelity
enhancements are achieved when [L]d is comparable to or larger than the ligand dissocia-
tion constant in the inactive enzyme state (RId), which is necessary to activate the enzyme
upon piston compression. In addition, the compression factor needs to be large enough (or,
equivalently, the ligand concentration in the expanded piston state should be low enough)
so as to inactivate the enzyme when piston enters its expanded state. This requirement of
having a large free energy difference between the compressed and expanded piston states
(β∆F = ln(f)  1) can be paralleled with a similar condition in Hopfield’s model where
for optimal proofreading the energy of the activated enzyme-substrate complex needs to be
much larger than that of the inactive complex.
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Knowing separately how tuning the engine “knobs” affects the fidelity and speed, we
now explore the trade-offs between the model’s performance metrics as we vary the driving
parameters kb and ∆W , while holding the high and low ligand concentrations at fixed values
(the red dot in Figure 6C). We start with the trade-off between fidelity and speed, depicted
in Figure 6D, where we continuously tune the hopping rate kb for different choices of the
driving force ∆W . As expected from the results of the individual parametric studies in
Figure 6A and B, both fidelity and speed increase monotonically with ∆W . Also, since the
values of the hopping rate kb that maximize fidelity and speed are not identical, these two
performance metrics are negatively correlated in the range of kb values defined by the two
different resonance rates (region between the dotted lines in Figure 6D), but are positively
correlated otherwise. Variations in the metrics in the region of their negative correlation,
however, are moderate, suggesting that for an allosteric enzyme that has been optimized
for doing proofreading, the largest speed and fidelity could be achieved at similar external
driving conditions.
Next, we consider the relation between fidelity and fraction of work returned, shown
in Figure 6E. As can be seen, no fidelity enhancement is achieved when κ is close to 1
which happens either in the absence of driving (lighter curves) or in the presence of driving,
provided that the hopping rate is very fast. On the other hand, κ is much less than 1 at
the peak fidelity which is achieved when the hopping rate is at its resonance value and when
driving is large (∆W & ∆F ). Overall, this trade-off study demonstrates that irreversible
work performed on the ligand is a required feature for the attainment of fidelity enhancement
in the piston model.
Lastly, we look at how fidelity varies with energy dissipation, with the latter characterized
through the energy expended per right product (ε). The results of the trade-off study are
shown in Figure 6F. There, the driving force is continuously tuned for different choices of the
hopping rate. As can be seen, there is a minimum dissipation per product required to attain
the given level of performance. This minimum dissipation (the first intercept at a given
y-level) is achieved when the hopping rates are less than the corresponding resonant values
(the lighter curves on the left side of the dotted red curve). Additionally, for a given hopping
rate, increasing the driving force (∆W ) could lead to an increased proofreading performance
and a decreased dissipation per product up a critical point where the performance metric
reaches its saturating value (horizontal region), demonstrating how increasing the driving
force could in fact improve the energetic efficiency of proofreading. We note here that the
minimum ε values needed for significant proofreading are ∼ 103−104 kBT in Figure 6F which
is ∼ 2 orders of magnitude higher than what is calculated for translation by the ribosome.12
This low energetic efficiency can be a consequence of our particular parameter choice for the
study as well as the performance limitations of our engine design, the investigation of which
we leave to future work.
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3.5 Up to Three Proofreading Realizations are Available to the Pis-
ton Model
In the previous section, we chose a set of kinetic rate constants for the enzyme and, keeping
them fixed, explored the effects of tuning the external driving conditions on the performance
of the model. In this section, we explore the parameter space from a different angle, namely,
we study how tuning the enzyme’s kinetic parameters changes the model performance under
optimal driving conditions. Since there are more than a dozen rates defining the kinetic
behavior of the enzyme, it is impractical to probe their individual effects. Instead, we
choose to vary two representative parameters about the effects of which we have a prejudice.
These include the rate of substrate binding to the active enzyme (kAon) and the unbinding
rate of wrong substrates (kWoff). We know already from Hopfield’s analysis that for efficient
proofreading the direct binding of substrates to the active enzyme state should be very slow.
Therefore, we expect the proofreading performance to improve as kAon is reduced. We also
expect the minimum requirement for kAon to be lower for larger kWoff values to ensure that
wrong substrates do not enter through the unfiltered pathway.9
With these expectations in mind, we performed a parametric study to find the highest
fidelity, the results of which are summarized in Figure 7A. There we varied kAon for several
choices of kWoff , and for each pair numerically optimized over the enzyme’s remaining kinetic
rates and external driving conditions to get maximum fidelity (see Supporting Information
section D.4 for implementation details). As expected, the highest attainable fidelity decreases
monotonically with increasing “leakiness” (kAon/kIon), and the minimum requirement on kAon
decreases with increasing kWoff .
Interestingly, we also see that for small enough leakiness, the piston model manages to
perform proofreading (i.e. enhance the fidelity by a factor of kWoff/kRoff) up to three times, as
αmax ≈ 3 (Figure 7A). To understand this unexpected feature, we identified the dominant
trajectory that the system would take to form a wrong product for the case where kAon/kIon =
10−12 (Figure 7B, see Supporting Information section D.5 for details). As we can see, after
initial binding the wrong substrate indeed passes through three different proofreading filters,
and these are realized efficiently because the transitions between intermediate states are
much slower than the rate of substrate unbinding. The first filter occurs right after piston
compression, while the enzyme is waiting for the activator ligand to bind (#1). We note
that this particular filter is made possible due to the presence of alternative piston states
(equivalently, alternative environments that the enzyme could “sense”). The remaining two
filters (#2 and #3) take place while the ligand-bound enzyme is waiting to get activated and
while the active enzyme is waiting to turn the wrong substrate into a product, respectively.
The presence of these two filters is purely a consequence of allostery. Importantly, the
αmax ≈ 3 result in Figure 7 represents the theoretical upper limit of the model’s proofreading
index – a feature that we justify analytically in Supporting Information section D.5.
In light of this analysis, we can now explain why the pedagogically simplified version
of the model introduced in section 2 achieved only a single proofreading realization. There
we made the implicit assumption that ligand binding after piston compression and enzyme
activation after ligand binding took place instantly. Because of this, proofreading filters #1
and #2 were not realized, leaving filter #3 as the only available one which we showed in
Figure 1B.
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Figure 7. Proofreading performance of the piston model under optimized enzyme parameters
and external driving conditions. (A) The highest proofreading index (α) available to the piston
model as a function of leakiness (kAon/kIon) for different choices of kWoff . (B) The dominant
trajectory that the system takes to form a wrong product in the case where kAon/kIon = 10−12.
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4 Discussion and Conclusions
A distinctive feature of kinetic proofreading is that it is a nonequilibrium mechanism, by
virtue of which its operation needs to involve energy expenditure.9,10 Mechanical work, be-
ing an intuitive representation of energy expenditure, has been used in the past to elucidate
important physical concepts such as information-to-energy conversion in the thought ex-
periment by Szilard,22 or the mechanical equivalence of heat in Joule’s apparatus.31 Yet, a
similar demonstration of how mechanical work could be harnessed in a graded fashion to
beat the equilibrium limit in substrate discrimination fidelity has been lacking. Our aim in
this work was to offer such a demonstration through the mechanically designed piston model
of proofreading.
We started off by providing the conceptual picture of the piston model, with its con-
stituents having direct parallels with Hopfield’s original proofreading scheme9 (Figure 1).
The key idea of the model was to replace the nucleotide hydrolysis step present in Hopfield’s
scheme with piston compression which served an identical role of activating the enzyme but
in our case achieved through allostery and mechanical work. Just like in the case of bio-
logical proofreading, where hydrolysis itself cannot lead to fidelity enhancement unless the
nucleotide triphosphates are held at fixed out-of-equilibrium chemical potentials, in the case
of piston model too, the compressive and expansive actions of the piston cannot result in
proofreading unless they are driven by an energy-consuming engine. Motivated by Feyn-
man’s ratchet and pawl mechanism,21 we then proposed a dissipative mechanical engine to
drive the cyclic piston actions, which maintained the nonequilibrium distribution of enzyme
states necessary for achieving proofreading. The function of this engine can be paralleled to
that of the ATP synthase in the cell whose constant operation maintains a finite chemical
potential of ATP, which different biochemical pathways can then take advantage of.
To study how the cyclic variations in ligand concentration generated by the engine alter
the occupancies of enzyme states, we performed a thermodynamically consistent coupling
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between the engine and the enzyme (Figure 5). There we considered the full diversity of
states that the enzyme could take and, importantly, the feedback mechanism for the engine
to “sense” the state of the enzyme. The accounting of this latter feature, which makes the
piston model an example of a bi-partite system,32,33 was motivated by our aim of proposing
a framework where we could consistently calculate the total dissipation as opposed to only
the minimum dissipation needed for maintaining the nonequilibrium steady state of the
enzyme (without considering the driving engine).12,34,35 Although the dissection of different
contributions to dissipation and their interconnectedness was not among the objectives of
our work, the framework that we proposed in our model can serve as a basis for additional
studies of periodically driven molecular systems (e.g. Brownian clocks or artificial molecular
motors) where the driving protocol and thermodynamics are of importance.36–38 As noted
earlier, however, in the presence of a periodically changing ligand concentration, the allosteric
enzyme could perform proofreading irrespective of the driving agency, which suggests a
possible biochemical mechanism of fidelity enhancement without the direct coupling of the
enzyme state transitions to hydrolysis.
Having explicit control over the “knobs” of the mechanical engine, we then probed the
performance of the model under different driving conditions. We found that both speed and
fidelity increased as we tuned up the mass of the hanging weight, until plateauing at a point
where the free energy bias of the expanded piston state was fully overcome (∆W & ∆F ),
beyond which increasing the weight only increased the dissipation without improving the
model performance (Figure 6A,B). This result can be paralleled with the presence of a
minimum threshold for the strength of driving in Hopfield’s model, past which the highest
fidelity becomes attainable.9 In addition, we found that in the piston model there is a
“resonance” rate of piston actions which maximizes fidelity, analogous to the similar feature
of Hopfield’s scheme where both very fast and very slow rates of hydrolysis reduce the quality
of proofreading.12
The tunable control over the driving parameters also allowed us to study the trade-off
between fidelity, speed and energy spent per right product. These studies revealed that the
correlation between speed and fidelity could be both positive and negative when varying
the rate of driving. Notably, theoretical investigations of translation by the Escherichia coli
ribosome under Hopfield’s scheme identified a similar behavior for the fidelity-speed correla-
tion in response to tuning the GTP hydrolysis rate, with the experimentally measured values
being in the negative correlation (i.e. trade-off) region.17 In contrast to the ribosome study,
however, where the two metrics vary by several orders of magnitude in the trade-off region,
in the piston model the variations in fidelity and speed in the negative correlation region are
moderate (Figure 6D), calling for additional investigations of the underlying reasons behind
this difference and search for the realization of the latter advantageous behavior in biolog-
ical proofreading systems. Furthermore, our studies showed that the minimum dissipation
required to reach the given level of fidelity was achieved for hopping rates necessarily lower
than their resonance values, and that increasing the work performed per step (analogously,
the chemical potential of ATP) could actually improve the energetic efficiency of the model
– features that again motivate the identification of their realization in biochemical systems.
In the end, we explored the limits in the proofreading performance of the piston model
for various choices of the allosteric enzyme’s “leakiness” (kAon/kIon) and the ratio of the wrong
and right substrate off-rates (kWoff/kRoff). We found that the trends for the highest available
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fidelity matched analogously with the features of Hopfield’s original scheme, suggesting their
possible ubiquity for general proofreading networks. More importantly, our analysis revealed
that the piston model could do proofreading not just once but up to three times in the
limit of very low leakiness, despite the fact that energy consumption takes place during a
single piston compression. This is in contrast to the typical involvement of several energy
consumption instances in multistep proofreading schemes which manage to beat the Hopfield
limit of fidelity, as, for example, in the cases of the T-cell or MAPK activation pathways
which require multiple phosphorylation reactions.5,6,34 Our finding therefore suggests the
possibility of achieving several proofreading realizations with a single energy consuming
step by leveraging the presence of multiple inactive intermediates intrinsically available to
allosteric molecules. We would like to mention here that the presence of a similar feature
was also experimentally demonstrated recently for the ribosome which was shown to use the
free energy of a single GTP hydrolysis to perform proofreading twice after the initial tRNA
selection – first, at the EF-Tu · GDP-bound inactive state and second, at the EF-Tu-free
active state.39
In the presentation of the piston model we focused on the thermodynamic consistency
of the framework for managing the energy dissipation and did not consider strategies for
improving the performance of the mechanism. One such possibility that can be considered
in future work is to use a more elaborate design for the ratchet and pawl engine with
alternating activation barriers for pawl hopping which would allow to have different rates of
piston compression and expansion, analogous to how hydrolysis and condensation reactions
generally occur with different rates in biological proofreading.17,40 Another avenue is to
consider alternative ways of allocating the mechanical energy dissipation across the different
ratchet transition steps, similar to how optimization schemes of allocating the free energy of
ATP hydrolysis were studied for molecular machine cycles.41 Incorporating these additional
features would allow us to probe the performance limits of the piston model and compare
them with the fundamental limits set by thermodynamics.42
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A Discrimination Fidelity in the Conceptual Scheme of
the Piston Model
In this section, we derive the expressions for the fidelities achieved at the two piston steps
introduced in section 2 of the main text, namely, η1 = kWoff/kRoff when the piston is expanded,
and η2 = (kWoff + r)/(kRoff + r) when the piston is compressed. In our discussion, we retain the
simplifying assumptions made during the presentation of the model concept.
As discussed in section 2, the first level of substrate discrimination occurs in the ex-
panded piston state. If the waiting time for compression is long enough for the substrates to
equilibrate with the inactive enzyme, we can impose the detailed balance condition at the
two pairs of edges in Figure S1A to obtain
pRI k
R
off = pI kon[R], (S1)
pWI k
W
off = pI kon[W]. (S2)
Here pI, pRI and pWI stand for the probabilities of the empty, right substrate-bound and
wrong substrate-bound inactive states of the enzyme, respectively. Taking the substrate
concentrations to be identical ([R] = [W]), we can equate the left sides of eqs S1 and S2 to
find
pRI
pWI
=
kWoff
kRoff
. (S3)
The above ratio of probabilities represents the proportion in which right and wrong substrate-
bound inactive enzymes enter the active state, and therefore, becomes equivalent to the
fidelity η1 achieved in the first discrimination step.
kon[W]kon[R] koff r
first level of discrimination second level of discrimination
Rkoff Wkoff
(A) (B)
Figure S1. The two substrate discrimination levels in the conceptual scheme of the piston model.
(A) The first level is achieved when the piston is expanded and a roughly equilibrium distribution
of substrate-bound and free enzyme states is established. (B) The second level is achieved in the
compressed state of the piston where the enzyme is active and can either release the bound
substrate or turn it into a product.
The second level of substrate differentiation takes place when the piston gets compressed,
leading to the activation of the enzyme. We assume that in its active state the enzyme can
no longer bind new substrates. If we wait long enough, a substrate that was already bound
before piston compression will either unbind with a rate koff or get turned into a product
S2
with a rate r. The probability that a product is formed can be written as
pprod =
∫ ∞
0
dt′ pbound(t′)× r, (S4)
where pbound(t′) is the probability that the substrate is still bound by time t′. Using the fact
that the waiting time distribution of substrate release (either through unbinding or product
formation) is Prelease(t) = (koff + r)e−(koff+r)t, the probability pbound(t) can be found as
pbound(t) =
∫ ∞
t
dt′ Prelease(t′) = e−(koff+r)t. (S5)
Substituting this result into eq S4 and performing the integration, we obtain
pprod =
r
koff + r
. (S6)
Due to the difference in the off-rates of the right and wrong substrates, their respective
probabilities of production will also be different, resulting in the second level of fidelity given
by the ratio of these probabilities, namely,
η2 =
pRprod
pWprod
=
kWoff + r
kRoff + r
. (S7)
S3
B Ratchet and Pawl Engine
In this section, we first provide a detailed discussion of the ratchet and pawl mechanism
in the absence of piston coupling. Then, for the case of piston coupling, we derive of the
expressions for the work per step (∆W1/2) shown in Figure 3 at which the ratio of piston
state probabilities (pid/piu) and the net rate of backward stepping (knet) reach 50% of their
respective saturation values.
B.1 Details of the Ratchet and Pawl Mechanism in the Absence of
Piston Coupling
The ratchet and pawl mechanism was originally proposed by Richard Feynman with an
aim to demonstrate the validity of the second law of thermodynamics.1 In his description,
the mechanism had an additional element, namely, vanes that were connected to the ratchet
through a massless axle (Figure S2A). The purpose of the vanes was to induce forward ratchet
steps through thermal fluctuations. When the temperature in the vane compartment was
maintained at a higher value than that in the ratchet compartment (T2 > T1), the mechanism
could utilize this difference to operate as a heat engine and lift a weight hanging from the
axle.
In the piston model, instead of running the ratchet and pawl mechanism as a heat engine,
we drive it at a constant temperature through the expenditure of the gravitational potential
energy of the hanging weight. We have therefore removed the vane compartment from our
description of the engine and ascribed forward stepping to random rotational fluctuations of
the ratchet instead (Figure S2B).
As mentioned in section 3.1, backward stepping takes place whenever the pawl borrows
sufficient energy from the environment to overcome the potential energy barrier E0 of the
spring and lift itself over the ratchet tooth that it is sitting on, allowing the tooth to slip
under it (Figure S2C). Once the pawl gets over the ratchet tooth (step 2 in Figure S2C), the
hanging weight and the recovering pawl start applying torque on the ratchet, causing it to
rotate in the clockwise direction (step 3 in Figure S2C). Following Feynman’s treatment, we
assume that when the pawl hits the bottom of the next tooth (step 4 in Figure S2C), the
total kinetic energy of the system, which is the sum of the energy borrowed by the pawl and
the change in the potential energy of the weight per step (∆W = mg∆z), gets dissipated
due to the perfectly inelastic collision of the pawl with the ratchet. Therefore, as a result
of a single backward step, the net heat dissipated into the environment becomes ∆W , as
reflected in the free energy landscape in Figure S2E.
A similar set of arguments for forward stepping would imply that initially the mechanism
needs to borrow enough energy from the environment to overcome the spring barrier and
to lift the weight by an amount of ∆z (step 3 in Figure S2D). We again assume, that once
the pawl passes over the next tooth and inelastically hits the ratchet, it dissipates all its
accumulated potential energy. Therefore, in the end of a single forward step, the total
energy extracted from the environment is equal to the increase in the potential energy of the
weight per forward step (Figure S2E).
Implicit in our treatment of ratchet stepping has been the assumption that we could
discretize the possible configurations of the mechanism into states where the pawl fully rests
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Figure S2. Working details of the ratchet and pawl mechanism. (A) Feynman’s original ratchet
and pawl mechanism operating as a heat engine.1 (B) Ratchet and pawl engine driven by a
hanging weight that is used in the piston model. Arrows with symbols “b” and “f” indicate the
directions of backward and forward ratchet rotation, respectively. (C)-(D) Breakdown of backward
(C) and forward (D) steps of the ratchet, accompanied by the lowering or the lifting of the weight,
respectively. Es stands for the potential energy of the spring. (E) Free energy landscape
corresponding to the directionally biased rotations of the ratchet due to a net lowering of the
weight. Discrete positions of the weight (zn) corresponding to the energy minima of the landscape
are marked on the reaction coordinate. (F) Infinite chain representation of the discrete state
dynamics. When a non-zero weight is hung from the axle, the ratchet makes backward steps with
a net rate knet.
on ratchet teeth. Within this formalism, we took E0 to be the activation energy of backward
stepping and (E0 + ∆W ) to be the activation energy of forward stepping, resulting in rate
constants given by
kb = τ
−1e−βE0 , (S8)
kf = τ
−1e−β(E0+∆W ), (S9)
where τ−1 is the attempt frequency. The choice of identical attempt frequencies for forward
and backward steps is, in a way, a requirement in the discretization formalism to ensure
S5
that in the absence of driving (∆W = 0) no net rotation of the ratchet is generated, since
knet = kb − kf (Figure S2F). We note that a more rigorous treatment of ratchet stepping
kinetics would need to account for the precise shape of the energy landscape, defined both
by the position of the weight (equivalently, the ratchet angle) and the angular position of
the fluctuating pawl, similar to the analysis done by Magnasco and Stolovitzky.2
B.2 Derivation of ∆W1/2 Expressions
We begin by deriving the ∆W1/2 expression at which the ratio pid/piu is 1/2. From eqs 12
and 13, this ratio, evaluated at ∆W1/2, can be written as
pid
piu
∣∣∣∣
∆W1/2
=
1 + e−β(∆W1/2+∆F )
1 + e−β(∆W1/2−∆F )
=
1
2
. (S10)
Solving for ∆W1/2, we obtain
∆W1/2 = ∆F + ln
(
1 + e−2β∆F
)
= ∆F + ln
(
1 + f−2
)
, (S11)
where in the last step we used the expression for the ligand free energy change written in
terms of the compression factor, that is, ∆F = β−1 ln f . Since for efficient proofreading the
compression factor needs to be large (f  1), the ∆W1/2 expression reduces into
∆W1/2 ≈ ∆F. (S12)
To estimate how much the work per step needs to exceed ∆F in order for the ratio pid/piu
to reach its saturation value of 1, we calculate the derivative of the ratio at ∆W1/2 ≈ ∆F ,
namely,
∂
∂∆W
(
pid
piu
) ∣∣∣∣
∆W1/2
=
−β e−β(∆W1/2+∆F ) (1 + e−β(∆W1/2−∆F ))+ (1 + e−β(∆W1/2+∆F )) βe−β(∆W1/2−∆F )
(1 + e−β(∆W1/2−∆F ))2
=
β(1− e−2β∆F )
4
≈ 1
4kBT
, (S13)
where we again employed the e−2β∆F  1 approximation. These results indicate that in
order to overcome the equilibrium bias in piston state probabilities caused by the higher
ligand entropy in the expanded state, the work per step needs to exceed the ligand free
energy change upon compression (∆F ) by several kBT values.
Now, we perform a similar set of calculations for the net rate of backward stepping (knet).
Using its expression in eq 14, we obtain
knet
∣∣
∆W1/2
=
(
1− e−2β∆W1/2) kb
1 + cosh(β∆F )e−β∆W1/2
=
kb
2
(S14)
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Rearranging the terms, we obtain a quadratic equation for eβ∆W1/2 , namely,
e2β∆W1/2 − cosh(β∆F )eβ∆W1/2 − 2 = 0. (S15)
Since eβ∆W1/2 > 0, we take the positive solution and obtain
eβ∆W1/2 =
cosh(β∆F ) +
√
cosh2(β∆F ) + 8
2
. (S16)
For large degrees of compression (eβ∆F  1), we can make the approximation cosh(β∆F ) ≈
eβ∆F/2 and ignore the constant term in the square root, which yields
eβ∆W1/2 ≈ e
β∆F
2
, (S17)
∆W1/2 ≈ ∆F − β−1 ln 2. (S18)
Like in the treatment of the ratio pid/piu, we now estimate how much the work per step needs
to exceed ∆W1/2 in order for the backward stepping rate (knet) to reach its saturating value
kb. To that end, we calculate the derivative of knet/kb at ∆W1/2, namely,
∂
∂∆W
(
knet
kb
) ∣∣∣∣
∆W1/2
=
2βe−2β∆W1/2(1 + cosh(β∆F )e−β∆W1/2) + (1− e−2β∆W1/2) cosh(∆F )βe−β∆W1/2(
1 + cosh(β∆F )e−β∆W1/2
)2
≈ 2βe
−2β∆W1/2(1 + 1
2
eβ∆F e−β∆W1/2) + (1− e−2β∆W1/2)1
2
eβ∆Fβe−β∆W1/2
(1 + 1
2
eβ∆F e−β∆W1/2)2
=
4βe−2β∆W1/2 + β(1− e−2β∆W1/2)
4
≈ 1
4kBT
. (S19)
Here we made the approximation cosh(∆F ) ≈ eβ∆F/2 in the first step, used the result from
eq S17 to write 1
2
eβ∆F e−β∆W1/2 = 1 in the second step, and in the last step ignored the
e−2β∆W1/2 terms since from eq S17 we have e−2β∆W1/2 = 4e−2β∆F  1 for large degrees of
compression.
As we can see, when the work per step exceeds ∆F by several kBT values, the chances
of forward stepping become vanishingly small compared with backward stepping, resulting
in a net backward stepping rate knet ≈ kb.
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C Equilibrium Properties of the Allosteric Enzyme
In this section, we introduce the constraints on the choices of rate constants for the enzyme
stemming from the cycle condition (based on the fact that is does not consume energy), and
also, discuss the fidelity available to it when the ligand concentration is held at a fixed value.
C.1 Constraints on the Choice of Enzyme’s Rate Constants
Consider the network of enzyme states and transitions in the absence of engine coupling
redrawn in Figure S3A for convenience. Because the transitions between the states of the
enzyme are not coupled to external energy consuming processes, the choice of the rate con-
stants is constrained by the cycle condition which states that the products of rate constants
in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions should be equal to each other in all the loops
of the network diagram.3 Imposing the cycle condition results in the constraint equations for
the different loops shown in Figure S3B. In our analysis, we choose substrate unbinding to
be the only process whose rate is different between right and wrong substrates (kWoff > kRoff).
Therefore, the rate constants of all other identical processes are chosen to be the same
between the substrates, i.e.
kRA = k
W
A ≡ kSA, (S20)
kRI = k
W
I ≡ kSI , (S21)
kR,LA = k
W,L
A ≡ kS,LA , (S22)
kR,LI = k
W,L
I ≡ kS,LI , (S23)
where the superscript “S” stands for both right (“R”) and wrong (“W”) substrates. Using this
general notation, we write the full set of constraint conditions on the rate constants obtained
from the different loops (mid, front, and back) as
mid:
kLI
kLA
=
`Aoff/`
A
on
`Ion/`
I
off
kI
kA
, (S24)
front:
kSI
kSA
=
kIon
kAon
kI
kA
, (S25)
back:
kS,LI
kS,LA
=
kIon
kAon
kLI
kLA
. (S26)
Note that the conditions imposed on the side loops follow directly from those of the other
three loops via
side =
mid× back
front
, (S27)
which is why the sides loop do not contribute a unique condition.
When writing the cycle conditions we did not include the product formation rate constant
r, despite the fact that production takes the enzyme into its substrate-free state, just like
what unbinding through koff reactions does. The reason for this is that r is an effective rate
S8
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Figure S3. The allosteric enzyme in the absence of engine coupling. (A) Network diagram of
enzyme states and transitions between them at a fixed ligand concentration. The diagram is
redrawn identically from Figure 4 for convenience. (B) Cycle condition on rate constants applied
for the different loops of the diagram. The lighter color of the side loop conditions indicates that
they are redundant and follow from the conditions on the other three loops.
constant for the process E : S r−→ E + P representing the coarse-grained version of the full
biochemical pathway of enzymatic production, namely, E : S  E : P → E + P, which is
distinct from the koff pathway of emptying the enzyme. In our treatment we assume that
product formation is practically irreversible which will be true if the product concentration
is kept low and, optionally, if the reverse reaction P→ S is energetically highly unfavorable
(e.g. requires a spontaneous formation of a covalent bond).
If the product formation rate is nonzero (r > 0), the enzyme will be out of equilibrium
despite the fact that its individual transitions are not coupled to an energy source. This is
due to the implicit assumption of having the right and wrong substrate concentrations fixed,
which makes the system open (i.e. new substrates enter and products exit the system). We
discuss the implications of this open system feature on the fidelity of the enzyme in the
absence of driving in the next section.
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C.2 Enzyme Fidelity at a Fixed Ligand Concentration
As mentioned in the previous section, the presence of a nonzero production rate (r > 0)
makes the system open and thereby takes the enzyme out of equilibrium even at a fixed
ligand concentration where the engine-enzyme coupling is absent. For Hopfield’s scheme,
it can be shown that in an analogous situation where driving is absent but the system is
open, the “equilibrium” (un-driven) fidelity is confined in a range defined by the ratio of the
Michaelis and dissociation constants, which, for equal on-rates (kRon = kWon), becomes
ηeq ∈
[
kWoff + r
kRoff + r
,
kWoff
kRoff
]
. (S28)
We hypothesize that the same holds true for the allosteric enzyme as well despite the
much wider diversity of states available to it. To demonstrate that, we first consider the
limiting r → 0 case where the product formation is so slow that the system effectively exists
in a thermodynamic equilibrium. All possible enzyme states along with their statistical
weights in this equilibrium setting are shown in Figure S4. Fidelity can be found by adding
the statistical weights of the right and wrong substrate-bound active states and dividing
them, yielding
ηeq(r → 0) = [R]
[W]
KW,AD
KR,AD
=
kWoff
kRoff
, (S29)
where we used [R] = [W] and the equal on-rate assumption to go from dissociation constants
to unbinding rates. This corresponds to the upper limit in eq S28.
state weight
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Figure S4. Table of possible enzyme states and their statistical weights in the r → 0 limit where
the system is effectively at equilibrium. Here A and I stand for the energies of the enzyme in its
active and inactive states, respectively. The dissociation constants of the ligand and the substrates
are denoted by RD and KD, respectively.
Intuitively, the presence of a nonzero production rate (r > 0) should reduce the fidelity
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since the enzyme would have less time to perform substrate filtering in its active state before
product formation takes place. To study how large this reduction can be, let us first consider
a limiting case where the enzyme is exclusively in its active state – a setting where we expect
the reduction effect to be manifested the most. The active “slice” of the full network diagram
corresponding to this limiting case is depicted in Figure S5A. Since product formation is just
another path to substrate unbinding, we can derive a corresponding reduced network diagram
by adding the production rate to the off-rates, as shown in Figure S5B.
A peculiar feature of this network is that the cycle condition holds in its two loops, despite
the fact that the system is open (r > 0). This means that at steady state the detailed balance
condition will hold on all edges of the network (cf. Schnakenberg,4 section X), allowing us
to assign effective statistical mechanical weights to the different states (Figure S5C).
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Figure S5. The enzyme in the limit of constant activity and in the absence of engine coupling.
(A) The active “slice” of the enzyme’s full network diagram depicted in Figure S3A. (B) The
reduced diagram corresponding to the network in panel A with the production and off-rates
combined under the same reaction arrow. (C) Table of the different enzyme states and their
effective statistical weights. KM stands for the Michaelis constant. Total weights of the wrong and
right substrate-bound states are shown below the left and right columns, respectively.
Dividing the total weights of the right and wrong substrate-bound states, we obtain the
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fidelity in this special limit where the enzyme is exclusively in its active state, namely,
ηactiveeq (r > 0) =
[R]
[W]
KW,AM
KR,AM
=
kWoff + r
kRoff + r
. (S30)
Here we again used [R] = [W] and the equal on-rate assumption. Note that this corresponds
to the lower fidelity limit in the un-driven Hopfield model (eq. S28).
We now hypothesize that the enzyme’s fidelity falls between these two limits in the
general case where the system is open (r > 0) and when the states are not constrained to
be in the active “slice” of the full network diagram. Since obtaining the exact expression
of fidelity in the general case is highly complicated due to the presence of a large number
of states and loops in the network diagram, and since a paper-and-pencil approach where
the symmetries existing between the left and right “wings” of the network could potentially
be taken advantage of to provide an analytical proof is also not straightforward, we use a
numerical method instead to justify our hypothesis.
To that end, we fixed the ratio of the wrong and right substrate off-rates to be kWoff/kRoff = 100,
sampled values for enzyme’s remaining transition rate constants from the [10−4kRoff , 104kRoff ]
range (generating 20,971,520 independent sets in total), and evaluated the fidelity for each
parameter set. The results of the numerical study are summarized in Figure S6. As can be
seen, despite the wider diversity of allosteric enzyme’s states, its fidelity in the absence of
engine coupling still falls between the “equilibrium” limits of Hopfield’s model (eq S28).
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Figure S6. Allosteric enzyme’s fidelity in the absence of engine coupling (fixed [L]) for different
choices of transition rates. The upper and lower red curves correspond to the ratios of the
dissociation (eq S29) and Michaelis constants (eq S30), respectively. Only the data points with
fidelity values different up to the third significant digit were used in the plot.
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D Full Description of the Piston Model with Engine-
Enzyme Coupling
In this section, we provide details on the analytical and numerical explorations of the full
model. In D.1 we discuss the thermodynamics of coupling the engine to the allosteric enzyme.
Then, in D.2 we present the methodology for obtaining the steady state probabilities of
system states under external drive. In D.3 and D.4 we provide the parameters used in the
numerical study of section 3.3 and describe the fidelity optimization strategy used in study
of the section 3.4, respectively. Lastly, in D.5 we investigate in detail the αmax ≈ 3 result for
the highest fidelity of the model.
D.1 Equilibrium Fidelity of the Piston Model in the Absence of
External Driving
In Supporting Information section C.2 we showed that at a fixed ligand concentration the
fidelity of the allosteric enzyme was constrainted within the range given in eq S28. Here we
demonstrate that the same result holds also for the full model in the absence of external
driving when a thermodynamically consistent coupling is made between the engine and the
enzyme.
In the absence of driving, the finite-state equivalent of the full network (Figure 5D) can
be reduced into the one shown in Figure S7 where we have combined the ratchet transitions
through forward and backward pathways under a single arrow – a procedure allowed when the
transitions are not driven.5 Because of the equilibrium constraints imposed on the enzyme’s
transition rates discussed in Supporting Information section C.1, the cycle condition will
hold for the loops in the left and right “layers” of the diagram in Figure S7. The loops where
the cycle condition could possibly be violated are the ones that involve transitions between
the two layers, i.e. piston compressions and expansions.
The first class of such loops does not involve ligand binding and unbinding events (for
example, the shaded vertical rectangle in Figure S7) and therefore, the cycle condition is au-
tomatically satisfied in such loops since for each clockwise transition there is a corresponding
counterclockwise transition with an identical rate. The second class of loops that connect the
two layers involves ligand binding and unbinding events which affect the rate of switching
between the layers (e.g. the shaded horizontal rectangle in Figure S7). The driving force in
these loops is given by
∆µ = β−1 ln
(ku→df + kb)(k
d→u,L
f + kb)[L]d
(kd→uf + kb)(k
u→d,L
f + kb)[L]u
, (S31)
where we used the fact that the ligand binding rates are proportional to ligand concentrations.
Now, in the general case where there are N ligands under the piston (one of which can be
bound to the enzyme), the different forward stepping rates become
ku→df = kbe
−β(∆Weq+β−1N ln f) = kbf−N , (S32)
ku→d,Lf = kbe
−β(∆Weq+β−1(N−1) ln f) = kbf−(N−1), (S33)
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Figure S7. The effective network diagram of the piston model in the absence of driving. The
forward and backward pathways connecting the two layers of the diagram are combined to yield
effective rates. The two kinds of cycles where ligand binding events are present or absent are
shown as horizontal and vertical shaded rectangles, respectively. The crossed cycling arrows
indicate the absence of driving forces in the shaded loops.
kd→uf = kbe
−β(∆Weq−β−1N ln f) = kbfN , (S34)
kd→u,Lf = kbe
−β(∆Weq−β−1(N−1) ln f) = kbfN−1. (S35)
Here we set ∆Weq = 0 to account for the absence of driving and used the fact that the free
energy change of N ligands upon isothermal compression is β−1N ln f (with a negative sign
upon expansion) and that N should be replaces with N−1 when one of the ligands is bound
to the enzyme.
Substituting these expressions into eq S31 and using the identity [L]d = f [L]u, we find
∆µ = β−1 ln
(f−N + 1)(fN−1 + 1)f
(fN + 1)(f 1−N + 1)
= β−1 ln
(
f−N(1 + fN)
fN + 1
× f
N−1(1 + f 1−N)
f 1−N + 1
× f
)
= β−1 ln
(
f−N × fN−1 × f)
= β−1 ln 1 = 0. (S36)
This shows that in the absence of external driving (∆W = 0) the cycle condition holds for all
loops of the network, demonstrating the thermodynamic consistency of the coupling between
the engine and the enzyme.
As in our separate treatment of the allosteric enzyme in Supporting Information sec-
tion C.2, here too in the r → 0 limit the system will approach a thermodynamic equilibrium.
Since we already know that in the equilibrium limit the fidelity of the enzyme at a fixed
ligand concentration is given by the ratio of the wrong and right off-rates, we can apply this
result to the left and right layers of the diagram in Figure S7 and obtain a relation between
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the net statistical weights of the right and wrong substrate-bound active states, namely,
wRu
wWu
=
wRd
wWd
=
kWoff
kRoff
. (S37)
Here “u” and “d” stand for the expanded (left layer) and compressed (right layer) states of
the piston. We can then write the fidelity of the full network in terms of these weights as
ηeq(r → 0) = w
R
u + w
R
d
wWu + w
W
d
=
wWu
(
kWoff
kRoff
)
+ wWd
(
kWoff
kRoff
)
wWu + w
W
d
=
kWoff
kRoff
, (S38)
which corresponds to the upper limit of the equilibrium fidelity range in eq S28.
To demonstrate that in the absence of driving the coupled system meets also the lower
fidelity limit given by (kWoff + r)/(kRoff + r), we again use a numerical approach and sample the
parameter space, evaluating the fidelity at each of the 10,628,820 sampled sets of parameters.
As in the study of Figure S7, here too we set the ratio of off-rates to be kWoff/kRoff = 100. The
results are summarized in Figure S8, where it can be seen that all points lie between the
limits of eq S28. Overall, this study shows that in the absence of driving, the coupling of
the engine to the enzyme alone cannot lead to fidelity enhancement.
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Figure S8. Fidelity of the full piston model in the absence of driving (∆W = 0) for different
choices of model parameters. The upper and lower red curves correspond to the ratios of the
dissociation (eq S29) and Michaelis constants (eq S30), respectively. Only the data points with
fidelity values different up to the third significant digit were used in the plot.
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D.2 Obtaining the Steady-State Occupancy Probabilities
The kinetics of the full piston model is characterized by a 24× 24 transition rate matrix Q,
which has the block form
Q =
(
Qenzymeu Qd→u
Qu→d Q
enzyme
d
)
. (S39)
Here the non-diagonal elements of the 12 × 12 matrices Qenzymeu and Qenzymed represent the
transition rates between the different enzyme states when the ligand concentration is [L] =
[L]u and [L] = [L]d, respectively. These non-diagonal terms at a given ligand concentration
[L] are depicted in Figure S9.
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Figure S9. Transition rates between the enzyme states. The element Qenzymei,j stands for the rate
of transitioning from the jth into the ith state of the enzyme (i 6= j) at a fixed ligand
concentration [L]. Red- and blue-colored cells show transitions involving the binding or release of
incorrect and correct substrates, respectively. Green- and gray-colored cells show inactivating and
activating enzyme transitions, respectively. The diagonals are shaded to indicate that they are not
used when constructing Q.
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The other two matrices, namely, Qd→u and Qu→d, are diagonal whose elements stand for
the net piston compression (d→ u) and expansion (u→ d) rates that alter the state of the
piston but leave the state of the enzyme unchanged. They are given by
Qd→u = diag
((
kb + k
d→u
f
)
, ...,
(
kb + k
d→u
f
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
6 terms
,
(
kb + k
d→u,L
f
)
, ...,
(
kb + k
d→u,L
f
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
6 terms
)
, (S40)
Qu→d = diag
((
kb + k
u→d
f
)
, ...,
(
kb + k
u→d
f
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
6 terms
,
(
kb + k
u→d,L
f
)
, ...,
(
kb + k
u→d,L
f
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
6 terms
)
. (S41)
Note that since the forward stepping rates depend on whether the ligand is bound or not,
they appear without a superscript “L” in the first 6 terms (where the ligand unbound), and
with a superscript “L” in the last 6 terms (where the ligand is bound). Lastly, the diagonal
elements of Q are assigned such that Qjj = −
∑
i 6=j Qij, ensuring that the columns sum to
zero.
The dynamics of the coupled engine-enzyme system is described via
d~p
dt
= Q ~p, (S42)
where ~p is a column vector whose 24 elements stand for the probabilities of the different
system states (12 enzyme states × 2 piston states). We are interested in the steady state
behavior of the piston model, where d~p/dt = ~0. Since the exact analytical expressions for
the steady state probabilities ~pss ≡ ~pi are highly convoluted, in our parametric studies we
use numerical methods to find ~pi from Q~pi = ~0 and
∑
i pii = 1, where the latter equation
guarantees that the probabilities sum to 1.
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D.3 Enzyme’s Kinetic Parameters Used for the Numerical Study
in Section 3.4
Here we provide the list of enzyme’s transition rates used for numerically studying the effects
of tuning the engine “knobs” in section 3.4. Since none of the performance metrics used in
the study depend on the absolute timescale of the model’s dynamics, we set the unbinding
rate of the right substrate to be unity (kRoff = 1), and defined all other rates relative to it.
Specifically, we chose kWoff = 100 so that the fidelity after a single proofreading realization
roughly matched that of the ribosome (ηtranslation ∼ 104).6 Also, we chose the catalysis rate to
be much slower compared with the off-rates (r = 0.2) - a condition for high fidelity suggested
in Hopfield’s original paper.
The remaining rate constants were assigned values that meet the intuitive expectations
from the conceptual introduction of the model in section 2. Specifically, the rate of substrate
binding to the active enzyme was chosen to be much less than the rate of binding to the
inactive enzyme in order to yield low leakiness (kAon/kIon = 10−5  1). Next, the enzyme was
chosen to be predominantly inactive in its native state to allow for new substrate binding
events (kI/kA = 50  1). Lastly, the rates of ligand binding and unbinding were assigned
values that ensure that the ligand acts as a strong activator ( `
I
off/`
I
on
`Aoff/`
A
on
= 106  1).
The values of the independent parameters kLA and kSA were assigned after manually in-
specting the effect of different numerical choices on the model performance. Finally, the
values of the remaining four parameters (lower section in Table S1) were calculated from the
cycle conditions in eqs S24-S26 under the assumption that ligand binding does not alter the
ratio of inactivation or activation rates in the substrate-bound and substrate-unbound states
(i.e. kS,LI /k
L
I = k
S
I /kI and k
S,L
A /k
L
A = k
S
A/kA).
Table S1. Values of enzyme’s different transition rates used in the studies of Figure 6.
Transition rate Value
kRoff , kWoff 1, 100
r 0.2
kAon[S] 10−5
kIon[S] 1
kA 20
kI 1000
`Aon 0.1
`Aoff 5
`Ion 0.01
`Ioff 500000
kLA 2000
kSA 0.01
kLI 0.1
kSI 50000
kS,LA 1
kS,LI 5
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D.4 Details of the Numerical Optimization Procedure for Finding
the Highest Fidelity
In our optimization scheme, we first chose the values of rates which were kept fixed for
the rest of the study. These include the unbinding rate of right substrates (kRoff = 1), the
catalysis rate (r = 0.2), and the effective first-order rate of substrate binding to the inactive
enzyme state (kIon[S] = 1). Also, since no limits were imposed on the amount of energy
expenditure, we chose large values for the compression factor (f = 10100) and the work per
step (∆W = 1000 kBT ) to maximize the quality of proofreading.
Then, we considered a set of 144 different initialization options for the remaining param-
eters to be used in our numerical optimization procedure. To avoid the completely indepen-
dent tuning of related enzyme activation and inactivation rates, we considered three possible
options that met the cycle condition. Namely, 1) kSA = kA and kSI = kI/γ, 2) kSA =
√
γkA
and kSI = kI/
√
γ, 3) kSA = γkA and kSI = kI, where γ = kAon/kIon. All of these three options
satisfy the cycle constraint kAonkSI kA = kIonkSAkI (Figure S3B). Options for the transition rates
between ligand-bound enzyme states (i.e. kS,LA and k
S,L
I ) were chosen analogously.
In our custom-written maximization algorithm we iteratively perturbed all the parame-
ters for multiple rounds with decreasing amplitudes until the convergence criterion was met
or until the number of iterations exceeded the specified threshold (at most 20 iterations for
each of the 6 decreasing amplitudes). The results from each of these local maximization
procedures are summarized in Figure S10. We chose the largest among the different local
maxima to represent the highest fidelity available for the given
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Figure S10. Fidelity optimization results for each of the 144 parameter initialization options.
(A) kWoff/k
R
off = 10. (B) k
W
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R
off = 100. (C) k
W
off/k
R
off = 1000. The dotted lines in each panel
represent the trends for the globally optimal fidelities.
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D.5 Investigation of the αmax ≈ 3 Result for the Highest Available
Proofreading Index
Our numerical scheme for optimizing the fidelity (Supporting Information section D.4) re-
vealed that the piston model could perform proofreading up to three times (αmax ≈ 3). To
gain intuition on how this is possible, let us consider the wrong “wing” of the full reaction
network (Figure S11A). Each system state is characterized by the piston position (up or
down) and the state of the enzyme (one of 8 possibilities). To turn a wrong substrate into a
product, the system needs to traverse a trajectory that starts at a substrate-unbound state
on the right side of the diagram and reaches one of the substrate-bound active states on
the left side, at which point catalysis can take place. Using the terminology introduced in
Murugan, et al.,7 we can say that a proofreading filter can be realized every time the system
makes a transition parallel to the “discriminatory fence” of the network (Figure S11A). Rates
which are on either side of the fence do not discriminate between the two kinds of substrates;
only those that cross the fence do, which in our case are the off-rates (kWoff > kRoff). Thus,
the number of such parallel transitions that the system makes before reaching the catalyti-
cally active state represents the largest number of proofreading filters available to the given
trajectory.
Figure S11B shows the full list of unique trajectories that start on the right side of the
network, cross the discriminatory fence and eventually reach an active enzyme state after
traversing through a series of inactive states. The trajectories are grouped by the number of
these inactive states visited on the left side of the wing prior to reaching the active state. For
example, entries of the first group represent trajectories where the substrate binds directly
to the active enzyme and hence, undergoes zero proofreading filtrations. The discriminatory
capacity of the piston model will therefore depend on which of the trajectories dominates in
product formation.
To compare the contributions from different trajectories, we assign each of them a proba-
bility flux, which approximates the average rate of product formation through the trajectory.
We define this flux via
J~s = pis0ks0→s1
(
N−2∏
i=1
psi→si+1
)
pcatsN−1 , (S43)
where ~s is the set of N states in the trajectory, pis0ks0→s1 is the substrate binding flux that
crosses the fence at the start of the trajectory, psi,si+1 are the probabilities of staying on
the trajectory during traversal, and, lastly, pcatsN−1 is the probability of catalysis once the
system has reached the active enzyme state sN−1. Note that the flux expression does not
account for backtracking events whose contribution we expect to be insignificant for efficient
proofreading trajectories, since for them psi→si+1  1.
Having defined a flux metric for each trajectory, we then calculated its value for all
trajectories listed in Figure S11B in the case where kWoff/kRoff = 100 and kAon/kIon = 10−12 (low
leakiness). Figure S11C shows the fluxes normalized by the highest one and grouped by the
number of proofreading filters. As we can see, the dominant trajectory indeed contains three
filters. This dominant trajectory is highlighted in red in Figure S11B and also corresponds
to the one shown in Figure 7B of the main text.
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Figure S11. (A) The wrong “wing” of the full reaction network along with the discriminatory
fence. Ligand concentrations that enter the ligand binding rates are shown to indicate the
difference between the upper and lower halves of the diagram. (B) The full set of unique
trajectories that start on the right side of the network and end up at an active enzyme state on
the left side. Numbers of proofreading filters available to trajectories are shown on the side.
Piston state transitions are marked with dotted lines for clarity. The dominant trajectory in panel
(C) is highlighted in red. (C) The relative product formation fluxes of all possible trajectories
calculated for the case where kWoff/k
R
off = 100 and k
A
on/k
I
on = 10
−12, and grouped by the number of
filters. The red dot indicates the dominant one. (D) Schematic illustration of the dominant
trajectory in panel (C) along with the numerical values of the rates. The dotted arrows suggest
that the intermediate transitions are much slower than the off-rate.
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We would like to note here that the model parameters inferred from the unconstrained
fidelity optimization were degenerate, and there was an alternative set with α ≈ 3 proofread-
ing index whose corresponding dominant trajectory was different from the one highlighted
in Figure S11B. Some of the parameters of this set, however, contradicted our model cri-
teria (e.g. the binding rate in the expanded piston state was very high), which is why we
did not use this alternative set for our main discussion. Parameters that did satisfy our
model criteria are shown for the kWoff/kRoff = 100 case in Figure S11D. The transition rates be-
tween intermediates are much slower compared with the off-rate, as expected for an efficient
proofreading performance.
Lastly, as can be seen in Figure S11B, the highest number of filters that a unique trajec-
tory could, in principle, realize is 4 and not 3. This raises the question of why a trajectory
with 4 potential filters cannot be a dominant one, as our numerical results in Figure S11C
have suggested. We answer this question for three representative cases and invite the reader
to work through the remaining examples. Our approach will be to show that the flux through
a given 4-filter trajectory is necessarily less than that of some other trajectory with fewer
filters, which would suggest that it cannot be a dominant one.
Figure S12 shows three different 4-filter trajectories next to corresponding trajectories
with fewer filters, flux through which, as we will show, will necessarily be greater. Through-
out our analysis we will be making use of the fact that the rates of piston expansion and
compression are identical (and equal to kb) in the large driving limit considered here. Let
us start from the first example. Using Eq S43, we can write the fluxes through 4-filter (J(4))
and 3-filter (J(3)) trajectories respectively as
J(4) = pi0k0→1 × p1→2p2→3p3→4p4→5 × pcat5 , (S44)
J(3) = pi0k0→1 × p1→2p2→3p3→6 × pcat6 . (S45)
Since the states (3) and (4) correspond to the same enzyme state and have identical outgoing
rates, we have p4→5 = p3→6. From the same argument for states (5) and (6) we find pcat5 = pcat6 .
With these identities at hand, we can write the ratio of the two fluxes as
J(4)
J(3)
= p3→4 < 1. (S46)
Therefore, the 4-filter trajectory is necessarily slower than the 3-filter one and cannot dom-
inate the dynamics of wrong product formation.
Now let us look at the slightly more complicated second example. There the fluxes of
the 4-filter and 1-filter trajectories are
J(4) = pi0k0→1 × p1→2p2→3p3→4p4→5 × pcat5 , (S47)
J(1) = pi0k0→1 × p1→6 × pcat6 , (S48)
respectively. The full expression of the transition probability p4→5 is
p4→5 =
k4→5
k4→5 + k4→3 + k4→1 + k4→7
. (S49)
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Figure S12. Three representative 4-filter trajectories paired with ones which have a lower filter
number and, necessarily, a higher product formation flux. The state indices are added to facilitate
the comparison between the corresponding trajectories.
Similarly, the expression for p1→6 is
p1→6 =
k1→6
k1→6 + k1→8 + k1→4 + k1→0
. (S50)
All corresponding rates in the above probability expressions are equal to each other (i.e.
k4→5 = k1→6 = kSA, k4→1 = k1→4 = kb, k4→7 = k1→0 = kWoff), with the exception of k4→3 =
`Ion[L]d and k1→8 = `Ion[L]u. Now, since [L]d > [L]u, we obtain p4→5 < p1→6. With an identical
reasoning we can also find that pcat5 < pcat6 . Therefore, the ratio of the 4-filter and 1-filter
trajectory fluxes becomes
J(4)
J(1)
= p1→2p2→3p3→4
(
p4→5
p1→6
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1
(
pcat5
pcat6
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1
< 1, (S51)
proving our claim.
Lastly, we consider the third example in Figure S12. We again start off by writing the
trajectory fluxes, namely,
J(4) = pi0k0→1 × p1→2p2→3p3→4p4→5 × pcat5 , (S52)
J(1) = pi6k6→4 × p4→5 × pcat5 . (S53)
The two rates appearing in the flux expression represent the substrate binding rate and
are equal to each other, that is, k0→1 = k6→4 = kIon[S]. Now, note that pi6 is the steady
state probability of the inactive ligand-unbound enzyme state at a low ligand concentration,
whereas pi0 is the probability of the same enzyme state at a high ligand concentration. Since
these are ligand-unbound states, the one in the presence of a lower ligand concentration will
have a higher probability, i.e. pi6 > pi0. Thus, taking the ratio of the two fluxes, we obtain
J(4)
J(1)
=
(
pi0
pi6
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1
p1→2p2→3p3→4 < 1, (S54)
suggesting that the 4-filter trajectory in the third example too cannot be the dominant one.
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